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ARCHIVUM MATHEMATICUM (BRNO)Tomus 31 (1995), 305 { 311SOME OSCILLATORY PROPERTIES OF THE PERTURBEDLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF ORDER nJozef Morav�c��kAbstract. In this paper there are generalized some results on oscillatory propertiesof the binomial linear di�erential equations of order n(� 3) for perturbed iterativelinear di�erential equations of the same order.T.A. �Canturija ([1]) and R. Ol�ah ([8]) have published some remarkable resultson oscillatory properties of the solutions of the binomial linear di�erential equation(p) z(n)(t) + p(t)z(t) = 0;where p : J = [c;1)! R; c � 1; is continuous function. F. Neuman has summa-rized results of the theory of the global equivalence of linear di�erential equationsof the n-th order in the monography [7]. These results enable in certain sense someof the above mentioned results to be generalized for perturbed linear di�erentialequations of the n-th order (n � 3)(q) In(y; a2) + q(x)y = 0;where a2 : [a;1) ! R; q : [a;1) ! R; In(y; a2) = 0 is the iterative di�erentialequation of the n-th order ([2]) on the interval I = [a;1).The di�erential equation of the second order(a) u00 + 3n+ 1a2(x)u = 0is called the accompanying equation of the equation (q). A solution y or u of theequation (q) or (a), respectively, is called oscillatory on the interval I if it hasarbitrarily large zeros, and it is called, non-oscillatory on I otherwise. Equation(q), resp. (a) is called oscillatory on I if it has at least one oscillatory solution onthis interval. Equation (q) is called strictly oscillatory on the interval I if everynon-trivial solution of this equation is oscillatory on I.1991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation : 34A30, 34C10, 34D05, 34C20.Key words and phrases: iterative linear di�erential equation, global equivalence, oscillation.This research was supported in part by Slovak national Science Foundation under grant No.1/2014/95.Received June 12, 1995.



306 JOZEF MORAV�C�IKDe�nition 1. We say that the equation (p) is globally equivalent on J to thedi�erential equation (q) on I if there exists an ordered pair ft; Ag of functionssuch that1) t : I ! R; A : I ! R; t2 Cn+1(I); A 2 Cn(I); t0(x)A(x) 6= 0for all x 2 I; t(I) = J ;2) the function y : I ! R,(T) y(x) = A(x)z[t(x)]is a solution of the equation (q) on I whenever z is a solution of the equation (p)on J .We shall call the ordered pair ft; Ag of the functions a carrier of the equiva-lence of the equation (p) on J to the equation (q) on I and we shall denote thisequivalence by(e) (p)J � (q)Ift(x)gbecause the following relation holdsA(x) = Cjt0(x)j(1�n)=2; x 2 I;where C 6= 0 is a real constant (see e.g. [3], [6] or [7]).Let the equation (a) have a solution without zeros on I. There exists subse-quently (see [4], p.503) a fundamental system of solutions u1; u2 of the equation(a) on interval I with following properties:(i) u1(x) > 0 on I; R1a [u1(t)]�2dt =1;(ii) u2(x) > 0 on I; R1a [u2(t)]�2dt <1;(iii) w[u1(x); u2(x)] � 1; x 2 I;where w[u1; u2] = u1u02 � u01u2 is the wronskian of the functions u1; u2.De�nition 2. The solution u1 with the property (i) is called the principal so-lution of the equation (a). The base u1; u2 of the linear space of all solutions ofthe equation (a) with the properties (i){(iii) is called a normed principal base ofsolutions of the equation (a) on I.Lemma (see [5], th.1). If the accompanying equation (a) of the equation (q) hasa solution without zeros on I andp(t) = q[x(t)][u1(x(t))]2n;where x : J ! R is the inverse function to the function t : I ! R;t(x) = u2(x) : u1(x); t(I) = J and u1; u2 is the normed principal base of thesolutions of the equation (a) on I, then the relation (e) is true.



SOME OSCILLATORY PROPERTIES OF PERTURBED LDE'S 307De�nition 3. The equation (q) is said to have the property A1 if it holds:a) if n is even, then the equation (q) is strictly oscillatory on I;b) if n is odd, then either the equation (q) is strictly oscillatory on I or everynon-oscillatory solution y of this equation tends to zero for x ! 1; [along withthe �rst derivative y0], if the principal solution u1 of the equation (a) is bounded[and non-increasing] on I.We introduce the notation (according to [8]):Mn is a maximum of the function Pn(x) = x(1 � x) : : : (n � 1 � x) on (0,1). Let�1; �2 be �xed points of the function fn : (0; 1)! R;fn(x) = �(1� x) : : : (n� 1� x) ; 0 < � �Mn:Theorem 1. Let the equation (a) have on I a solution without zeros and u1; u2be the normed principal base of solutions of this equation on I. Let q(x) > 0 forall x 2 I and the following conditions be ful�lled:(2) lim infx!1 �u2(x)u1(x)�n�1 Z 1x q(s)[u1(s)]2(n�1)ds = �n� 1 ; 0 < � � Mn;(3) lim infx!1 �u2(x)u1(x)�n�1��1+� Z 1x q(s)[u2(s)]�1��[u1(s)]2(n�1)��1+�ds >> �2(n� 2)!; 0 < � < �1:Then the equation (q) has the property A1:Proof. By the lemma, equations (p) and (q) are equivalent and the coe�cient pof the equation (p) is determined by (1) on I. From this follows that p(t) > 0 onJ , because is q(x) > 0 on I. Further we obtainlim inft!1 tn�1 Z 1t p(s)ds = lim infx!1 �u2(x)u1(x)�n�1 Z 1t(x) q[x(s)][u1(x(s))]2nds == lim infx!1 �u2(x)u1(x)�n�1 Z 1x q(x)[u1(x)]2n[u1(x)]�2dx == lim infx!1 �u2(x)u1(x)�n�1 Z 1x q(x)[u1(x)]2(n�1)dx = �n� 1 ; 0 < � � Mn;and similarlylim inft!1 tn�1��1+� Z 1t s�1��p(s)ds == lim infx!1 �u2(x)u1(x)�n�1��1+� Z 1t(x) �u2(x(s))u1(x(s))��1�� q(x(s))[u1(x(s))]2nds == lim infx!1 �u2(x)u1(x)�n�1��1+� Z 1x q(x)[u2(x)]�1��[u1(x)]2(n�1)��1+�dx >> �2(n� 2)!; 0 < � < �1:



308 JOZEF MORAV�C�IKHence all assumptions of the theorem 1 of [8] are ful�lled. According to this theo-rem the equation (p) has the property A on J , what means that every solution ofthis equation is oscillatory on J if n is even, and every solution is either oscillatoryon J or(4) limt!1 z(i)(t) = 0 for i = 0; 1; : : :; n� 1;if n is odd.With regard to the relation (T) this implies that a) is true, as well as the partof b) which concerns of the oscillatory properties of solutions of the equation (q)on I.Let n be odd and y be a non-oscillatory solution of the equation (q) on I. Bythe lemma for y we have(5) y(x) = C[u1(x)]n�1z[t(x)]; x 2 I;where z is a solution of the equation (p) on J , C 2 R;C 6= 0: It follows from (5)that z is non-oscillatory on J and from the theorem 1 of [8] we get (4). Withregard to the assumption that u1 is bounded on I, we havelimx!1 y(x) = limx!1C[u1(x)]n�1z[t(x)] = 0:Further we obtainy0(x) = C[u1(x)]n�3f _z[t(x)] + (n� 1)u1(x)u01(x)z[t(x)]g;where _z means dzdt : With regard to our assumptions this implies:limx!1 y0(x) = 0:This completes the proof. �Theorem 2. Let equation (a) have on I a solution without zeros and u1; u2 bethe normed principal base of solutions of this equation on I. Let q(x) > 0 for allx 2 I; (2) holds and the following condition be ful�lledlim supx!1 �u1(x)u2(x) Z xx0 q(s)[u1(s)]n�2[u2(s)]nds++ �u2(x)u1(x)�1�� Z 1x q(s)[u1(s)]n��[u2(s)]n+��2ds� > (n� 1)!; � 2 (0; �1):Then the equation (q) has the property A1.Proof. The method of the proof is similar to the previous theorem. By using ofresults of the theory of the global equivalence we obtain that all assumptions ofthe theorem 2 of the work [8] are ful�lled and this implies that our theorem istrue. �In the next part of the work we use the following notation (according to [1]):



SOME OSCILLATORY PROPERTIES OF PERTURBED LDE'S 309M�n is the maximal and m�n is the minimum of the local maxima of the polyno-mial Pn�(x) = �x(x� 1) : : : (x� n+ 1)and M�n is the maximal one and m�n is the minimum of the local maxima of thepolynomial P�n(x) = x(x� 1) : : : (x� n+ 1):Theorem 3. Let the equation (a) have on I a solution without zeros and u1; u2be the normed principal base of solutions of this equation on I. Let q(x) � 0 forall x 2 I and the following condition be ful�lled:lim infx!1 �u2(x)u1(x)�n�1 Z 1x q(s)[u1(s)]2(n�1)ds > M�nn� 1 :Then the equation (q) has the property A1:Proof. We proceed again similarly as in the proof of the theorem 1. We provethat all assumptions of the theorem 2.1 of [1] are ful�lled and this implies that ourtheorem holds. �Theorem 4. Let the equation (a) have on I a solution without zeros and u1; u2be the normed principal base of solutions of this equation on I. Let for a certain� 2 (0; 1] the following conditions be ful�lled:(6) Z 1a [u1(x)u2(x)]�1[lnu2(x)� lnu1(x)]1��[q(x)(u1(x)u2(x))n �m�n]+dx =1(7) Z 1a [u1(x)u2(x)]�1[lnu2(x) � lnu1(x)]2[q(x)(u1(x)u2(x))n �m�n]�dx <1;where [f(x)]+ = maxff(x); 0g; [f(x)]� = maxf�f(x); 0g:Then the equation (q) is oscillatory on I.Proof. By the lemma the relation (e) holds and the coe�cient p of the equation(p) is determined by (1) on I. From this, (6) and (7) it holds:Z tc tn�1ln1��t �p(t) � m�ntn �+ dt = Z 1a �u2(x)u1(x)�n�1 ln1��u2(x)u1(x)�� �q(x)(u1(x))2n �m�n�u1(x)u2(x)�n�+ (u1(x))�2dx == Z 1a (u1(x)u2(x))�1[lnu2(x)� lnu1(x)]1���� [q(x)(u1(x)u2(x))n �m�n]+dx =1;



310 JOZEF MORAV�C�IKZ 1c tn�1ln2t �p(t)� m�ntn �� dt = Z 1a [u1(x)u2(x)]�1[lnu2(x)� lnu1(x)]�� [q(x)(u1(x)u2(x))n �m�n]�dx <1:Hence all assumptions of the theorem 3.1 of [1] are ful�lled. According to thistheorem the equation (p) is oscillatory on J . With regard to (T) it implies thatthe equation (q) is oscillatory on I, too. �Theorem 5. Let the equation (a) have a solution without zeros on I and u1; u2be the normed principal base of solutions of this equation on I. Let the followingconditions be ful�lled for a certain � 2 (0; 1]:Z 1a [u1(x)u2(x)]�1[lnu2(x)� lnu1(x)]1��[q(x)(u1(x)u2(x))n +m�n]�dx =1;Z 1a [u1(x)u2(x)]�1[lnu2(x)� lnu1(x)]2[q(x)(u1(x)u2(x))n +m�n]+dx <1:Then the equation (q) is oscillatory on I.Proof. We prove similarly as in the proof of the previous theorem that all as-sumptions of the theorem 3.2 of [1] are ful�lled and this implies that our theoremis valid. �Theorem 6. Let the equation (a) have a solution without zeros on I and u1; u2be the normed principal base of solutions of this equation on I. Let n � 3 be odd,q(x) � 0 for all x 2 I andlim infx!1 �u2(x)u1(x)�n�1 Z 1x jq(x)j[u1(x)]2(n�1)dx > M�nn� 1 :Then either the equation (q) is strictly oscillatory on I or for every non-oscilla-tory solution y of this equation it holdslimx!1 jy(x)j = +1if lim infx!1 u1(x) > 0:Proof. By the lemma, equations (p) and (q) are equivalent and the coe�cient pof the equation (p) is determined by (1) on I. From this and from the assumptionthat q(x) � 0 on I it follows that p(t) � 0 on J . Further it holds:lim inft!1 tn�1 Z 1t jp(s)jds == lim infx!1 �u2(x)u1(x)�n�1 Z 1t(x) jq(x(s))j[u1(x(s))]2nds == lim infx!1 �u2(x)u1(x)�n�1 Z 1x jq(x)j[u1(x)]2n[u1(x)]�2dx == lim infx!1 �u2(x)u1(x)�n�1 Z 1x jq(x)j[u1(x)]2(n�1)dx > M�nn� 1 :



SOME OSCILLATORY PROPERTIES OF PERTURBED LDE'S 311Hence the assumptions of the theorem 2.2 of [1] are ful�lled. If n is odd then,according to this theorem the equation (p) on J has the property B | whatmeans that either this equation is strictly oscillatory on J or every non-oscillatorysolution z of this equation ful�lls the following conditionlimt!1 jz(i)(t)j =1; i = 0; 1; :::; n� 1:By the lemma to any solution y of the equation (q) on I there exists a solutionz of the equation (p) on J such that for x 2 I it holdsy(x) = C[u1(x)]n�1z[t(x)];where C 2 R; C 6= 0:From this follows that the proof is complete. �References[1] �Canturija, T.~A., Integra�lnyje priznaki koleblemosti re�senij linejnych di�erencia�lnych urav-nenij vy�s�sich porjadkov, I. Di�. uravnenija, T. 16 (1980), 470-482; II. Di�. uravnenija, T.16 (1980), 635-644.[2] Hust�y, Z., Die Iteration homogener linearer Di�erentialgleichungen, Publ. Fac. Sci. Univ.J. E. Purkyn�e (Brno), 449 (1964), 23-56.[3] Hust�yZ., �Uber die Transformation und �Aquivalenz homogener linearer Di�erentialglei-chungen von h�oherer als der zweiten Ordnung, III. Teil, Czech. Math. J. 16 (91) (1966),161-185.[4] Ma�r��k, J., R�ab, M., Asymptotische Eigenschaften von L�osungen der Di�erentialgleichungy00 = A(x)y im nichtoszillatorischen Fall, Czech. Math. J., 10 (85) (1960), 501-520.[5] Morav�c��k, J., Some oscillatory properties of solutions of linear di�erential equations of then-th order of the kind 3, IV. scienti�c conferenceof the V�SD �Zilina, 1. section (Proceedings)(Slovak) (1973), 79-87.[6] Neuman, F., Criterion of global equivalence of linear di�erential equations, Proceedings ofthe Royal Society of Edinburgh 97A (1984), 217-221.[7] Neuman, F., Global properties of linear ordinary di�erential equations, Academia, Praha,1991.[8] Ol�ah, R., Integral conditions of oscillation of a linear di�erential equation, Math. Slovaca39 (1989), 323-329.Jozef Morav�c��kDepartment of Applied MathematicsUniversity of Transport and CommunicationsJ.M.Hurbana 15010 26 �Zilina, SLOVAKIA
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